Our graduate students have diverse needs. Many of us have husbands, wives, kids, and furkids. More than half of us attend Georgia Tech through distance learning. What is common to all of us is that our families support us. We are where we are in life and in the world in large part because of their love for us. They deserve more of our time, and our mission is to help make that happen.
To do this, we propose the following:

★ For Everyone

**Assistance for Acts of War**
Plan to Respond, instead of React, for students and their families affected by Acts of War.

**Syllabuses**
We all deserve to see class syllabi before registration.

**Metrics that Matter: Workload, Difficulty, & Quality**
We will expand omscentral.com to all classes.

**Grade Replacement**
We will enact a grade replacement policy.

**Career Development**
We will fund resume services that reflect ATS (Applicant Tracking Systems).

**Removal of Fees**
We will lobby for the removal of the Special Institution Fee.

**Adult Swim Dining Areas**
Grad Key Card Access dining areas with more microwaves.

★ For RAs & TAs

**Pay Equity**
We will advocate for monthly salaries which scale with cost of living and inflation.

**Career Fair Happy Hour**
Less time waiting in line gives us more time to help our students.

**Discount/Free Tax Preparation**
Negotiated rates to process our Taxes

**Teaching Development Fund**
Funding for classes that improve our ability to teach.

★ For RSOs

**Donuts in Minutes**
Funding requests will be as easy as apple pie (Filling out a Form).

**Advisory Council**
We will have scheduled monthly meetings with Leadership of RSO’s of each college.

★ For HTAs

We will create a (well compensated) Council of HTA/TAs whose sole purpose is to standardize best practices, and develop tools, scripts, and TA training programs to make all of our jobs easier.
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